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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK 
B Y NORMAND DERA GON 

1 would like to thank the many AFGS members 
who stopped by our booth the New England Regional 
Genealogical Conference in Providence last month. 
We were extremely busy during the three days and 
sold many used books, repertoires and other items. 1 
think we also made a few new fiiends in the process. 1 
hope to see their membership applications arrive in the 
mail soon. 

By the time you read this, new tables and 
chairs will be in place at the library. We continue to 
shift around our holdings and computers to the new 
wing. During the next few months the existing library 
wing will be painted, electricirl. outlets will be updated, 
and the reception area will be relocated. 1 expect we 
also will be ready for a ribbon cutting for the new 
wing around Labor Day. 

For Our out of state members, if you are 
planning a visit to New England this surnmer, 1 hope 
you can plan a side trip to Woonsocket and visit our 
library. Let us know and if you will be in town on a 
day when the library is not normally open, we will 
make arrangements to open the library for you. 

We need your input regarding activities at the 
society. 1 am always looking for new workshop 
topics, potential guest lecturers and other ideas to 
provide more value to our members. If you have 
something in mind, please drop me a line via email to 

nderagon@afgs.org . 

A TIP FROM YOUR BOOKIE 
BY JAN BURKHART - AFGS LIBRARIAN 

1 think most of you are familiar with the Blue 
Drouin Books and the Female Drouin Books. If not, 

they are two sets of books that list 2 million marriages 
fiom Quebec and other French speaking parts of 
Canada. The Blue Drouin Books are listed 
alphabetically by the groom's name. The Female 
Drouin Books are alphabetized by the bride's name. 
But did you know that there is a third series? 

This group also contains a million marriages 
and it is called the Hard to Find Drouin Marriages. 
It is composed of marriages that were researched at 
the Drouin Institute after the Blue Drouin Books and 
Female Drouin Books were published. You will find 
this collection on the Society's computers. 

It is actually a series of cards with the 
appropriate information for 1 marriage on each card. 
The cards are arranged alphabetically and they are 
grouped in folders . If you were searching for Aubin, 
you would go to the "A" folder and open it. Then you 
would go to the "Au" folder and open it. Next you 
would see a folder entitled 'Aubin" and you would 
open it. Then you would search the cards in that 
folder. 

This collection is easy to use and we have 
broken through many brick walls using it. Next time 
you are at the library, try this collection. 

Twice in the last two months, 1 have been 
approached about how to insure that genealogical 
collections are preserved once the researcher dies. 1 
think this is an important question and 1 decided to 
address it again in this colurnn. 

We al1 know that we have spent considerable 
hours and resources collecting the pieces that are used 
to tell our family story. We have collected pictures, 
certificates, newspaper articles, and other 
memorabilia. Genealogy is our passion. We love 
learning al1 we can about o u  ancestors. Unfortunately, 
not al1 of our family members feel the same way. 
More often than not, our hard work ends up in the 
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trash because our heirs have no interest in the work we 
have done. This is a tragedy! To avoid this, you should 
make careful plans beforehand. 

First, ask family members if they would be 
willing to have your collection. If no one is interested, 
contact your 'local library, historical society or 
genealogy society. Tell them or show them what you 
have. Find out what they are willing to accept as a 
donation. But this is not enough. You need to put in 
writing what is to happen to your important papers and 
books. Label them with the name of the person or 
organization that will receive them. Put precise 
instructions in your will. Under "WEBSITES YOU 
MIGHT FIND INTERESTING," you will find a 
link with a will for this purpose that can be printed out 
and completed. Make sure you label that envelope 
very clearly. Perhaps place it with your insurance 
policies. Do not underestimate the importance of 
careful planning. 

BEGINNERS CORNER 
HELPFUL HINTS: BURIAL RECORDS 

AND SOME LOOSE ENDS 
BY DENNIS BOUDREA U 

Before we continue this mini-series of helpful 
hints, Jan Burkhart asked me to address a few words 
on a couple of items. 

First, the term "sage-femme". Literally, it 
means "wise woman", and in that sense it refers to 
someone usually older and wiser in al1 matters 
concerning life and living. The role of the sage- 
femme in the French Canadian or Acadian community 
was that of a midwife who helped with childbirth in 
the absence of professional doctors, and one who had 
a basic or sometimes very developed knowledge of 
herbs and other remedies for common illnesses, be it a 
sore throat, a cold, an upset stomach, etc. 

In many cornrnunities, fiom the earliest times, 
there was at least one person who held the role of 
midwife. These persons were present during the 
delivery of children, and often administered any home 
baptisms, known as ondoiements, if they determined 
the child was in danger of death. As 1 mentioned 
earlier in the Baptismal section of our newsletter 
(JanIFeb 20 15), the parish priests often recorded a 

notation in the baptismal record that the "sage-femme" 
had performed the baptism at home. One often sees 
these people named in the register entries. As 
mentioned earlier, if the child lived they were either 
brought to the church or the pastor came to the house 
to supply the rest of the baptismal ceremony including 
prayers, anointings, etc. 

Another prominent personality, especially in 
Acadian communities, was the "ancien," usually an 
older male or group of males who acted as the 
religious representative in the absence of a priest or 
clergyman. They were the equivalent of today's 
permanent deacons. In times of itinerant missionaries 
on circuit from one mission to the next, it was the 
"ancien" who led the community in Sunday prayers, 
usually called the "Messe Blanche" or White Mass, a 
ceremony of prayers, readings and weekly blessings, 
an early form of the Liturgy of the Word. There was 
no Eucharistic Liturgy (communion) given in these 
ceremonies. Such ceremonies were valid celebrations 
in these earlier times, and sanctioned by the Church. 
The "ancien" also performed baptisms, witnessed 
marriages in the absence ofthe clergy and oversaw the 
Christian burial of parishioners. These ceremonies 
were usually revalidated, or additional ritual items 
were supplied, dwing a follow-up visit by the itinerant 
missionaries when they arrived fiom a previous 
locality. 

Another subject of interest was called 
"mariage à la gomine", a practice condemned by the 
Church. It usually consisted of a young couple sitting 
at the back of the church during an ongoing wedding, 
wherein they mimicked the exchange of marriage 
vows, and considered themselves married as a result, 
but without the benefit of a valid nuptial blessing or 
the presence of witnesses. Some couples actually 
thought they could get away with this mock wedding, 
but it actually created an impediment to a valid 
marriage, from which they had to be absolved and 
dispensed if they pursued a valid marriage in the 
Church at a later date. Note: "valid" is the keyword 
here. 

Moving on to burial records. These usually 
begin, as with baptisms and marriages, with the 
following: the date of the burial; the place of burial 
which is usually the "cimetière paroissiale" or parish 
cemetery or some other named cemetery; the name of 
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the deceased; age; parents' narnes if a chld; spouse's 
name if married; sometimes an occupation during their 
lifetime; date of death; and the narnes of the 
witnesses to the burial followed by the priest's 
signature andlor the signatures of those who could 
write. Sometimes, in cases of extraordinary 
circumstances, a cause of death was listed. They could 
include but were not limited to: old age; accidental 
shootings; murders; drownings; infectious epidemics; 
shipwrecks; lightning strikes; falls fiom trees; fires or 
some other act of God. Suicides were usually not 
recorded in the parish registers, but one may stumble 
upon such in the civil death registers of Québec and 
other provinces. As for natural causes of death from 
heart-related or cancer-related illnesses, usually only 
civil registers will record such, as well as apoplexy, 
dropsy, consumption, etc. One can consult a standard 
medical dictionary to find the exact meaning of these 
early medical terms. 

As for when people died, if a specific day is 
not indicated in the record, then one should apply the 
same terms as found in the baptismal registers: hier - 
yesterday, la veille - last eveninglyesterday, la 
surveille - day before yesterday or avant veille - day 
before yesterdayl2 days ago to determine the date of 
death. Deaths may also occur in one place, while the 
burial was performed in another. 

In my own perusal of the parish registers, 1 ran 
across the burial of a Ducharme descendant from the 
Nicolet region who died as a result of burns received 
when a pot of boiling maple syrup spilled on him 
during the night as he slept in front of the family 
fireplace. Then, in another register, there were the 
entries of one of my ancestors and his son, who 
were both struck by lightning while on returning home 
from a trip to Québec City. In general, one will not 
find any other word as to a cause of death for most in 
the parish registers unless it was fiom some cause out 
of the ordinary. Most just died of natural causes when 
their time on this earth was finished. 

One will also find the term "enfant anonyme" 
in the burial records, and usually refers to an 
"unnamed child" or a stillborn child. Not al1 "enfants 
anonymes" were stillbom, as many usually note in 
their genealogy reports! One has to read the full 
record to determine which of these two applies. 
Stillbirth usually implies already deceased upon birth. 

Most unnamed children lived a few moments after 
birth, some an hour, or even a day. These children 
were not named. Many were baptized by a midwife, 
doctor or another Christian adult, and were thus 
"sanctioned" to be buried in the parish cemetery. 
Sometimes, to determine the gender of the child, a 
close reading of the burial record is needed: does it Say 
né or née indicating a masculine or feminine birth, or 
fils or fille indicating a son or daughter? Many times, 
the records will not indicate the gender. 

In cases of drownings, when no body has been 
found, some burial records will indicate a funeral 
ceremony only, describing the tragedy, the date and 
place of where it happened and the witnesses to it. If a 
body washed up later, a subsequent entry of burial 
may be provided at a later date. One will also find the 
supplement of burial prayers given later to those who 
have been already buried, in the registers of nearby 
parishes, and these, especially when the other parish 
had no priest in residence to perform the original 
ceremony. So, if you can't find the death of an 
ancestor in a certain parish, check a nearby mission or 
mother parish for any record. 

As a final note, please feel fiee to ask any 
questions by writing to the Society conceming 
anything about which 1 have written and if 1 can, 1 will 
address these specifically in subsequent 
columns. Hope al1 this has been helpful in your 
gathering and reading of documents. If one reads and 
interprets the records correctly, they actually write 
your own farnily's particular family history for you. 
Happy hunting! 

A FUN SERIES OF BOOKS TO READ 
BY JANICE BURIHART 

1 have to pass this information on to you. It is too good 
to keep it to myself! One of our members, Pauline 
Courchesne, told me about a series of books written by 
a Canadian author named Louise Penny. The main 
character is Chief Inspector Amand Gamache of the 
Surêté du Québec, He is in charge of the homicide 
division. The mystery stories take place in the 
mythical village of Three Pines located in the Eastern 
Townships. What makes the books so much fun is that 
real places like Montréal, Québec City, Waterloo and 
Cowansville are intertwined with the fictional places. 
The books also explore the atmosphere between the 
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Québécois and the English residents in the area. In 
addition to being great stories, 1 think you will enjoy 
the culture that is tucked away in the story lines. The 
first book in the series is "Still Life." 1 hope you will 
try these books and enjoy them as much as I have 
enjoyed them. 

WHAT'S COOKING 
BY JAN BURKHART 

Have you ever visited a sugar house in 
Québec, or one of the states such as Vermont, when 
maple syrup was being made from maple sap? It is 
quite a sight to see. My relatives in Roxton Falls, PQ 
made a celebration out of it! With snow on the ground 
and cool weather outside, the inside of the sugar house 
was toasty from the fires used to boil the Sap and the 
farnily would gather with friends and neighbors to 
celebrate. There would be music, laughter and simple 
food. Eveiyone had fun while the men kept the fires 
going and everyone kept a close watch on the sweet, 
smelling syrup. If you have Québec roots, 1 think you 
must have a little maple syrup in your veins. (Don't 
tell your doctor. He will surely frown on this.) 

Because it is maple syrup gathering time, 1 am 
including a recipe for Maple Syrup Pie. It is delicious 
served warm with vanilla ice cream. A little piece goes 
a long way but it is one way our ancestors could 
satis% their sweet tooth. 

Maple Sugar Pie 
Ingredients 
Crust for a 9 inch pie 

2 eggs 
1 Tablespoon flour 
112 cup heavy crearn 
1 cup real maple syrup (medium dark if possible) 
Vanilla ice crearn 

Press pie crust into a 9 inch pie plate. Flute the 
edges with a fork. (If you want, you can roll out the 
trimmings and cut out small maple leafs with a cookie 
cutter . You can use these to decorate the top of the pie 
but it is not necessary.) Place the pie plate with the 
crust into the freezer for 10 to 15 minutes 

In a small bowl, beat the eggs. Gradually 
whisk in the flour and add the cream and maple syrup. 
Whisk al1 until well combined. Pour mixture into pie 
crust. Cook in a preheated 400 degree oven for 25 to 

30 minutes. Pie is done when the middle wiggles a 
little but is solid. Serve warm with vanilla ice cream. 
Yikes! ! It is so good. 

Spring is also a time for rhubarb, that tart 
reddish perennial that grows in many gardens. (1 still 
have a plant that was started by my grandparents.) 
Rhubarb can be considered a vegetable or a fruit. 
Whatever you cal1 it, it makes a great sauce to be use 
over ice cream, pound cake or even as a side dish with 
chicken or pork. 1 have included a simple recipe for 
rhubarb sauce and a variation that includes 
strawberries. 

Simple Rhubarb Sauce 
112 to 314 cup sugar depending on the tartness of the 
rhubarb 
112 cup water, 4 cups rhubarb cut into 1 inchpieces, 
a pinch of cinnamon if you like cinnamon or a 
teaspoon of lemon zest if you like the flavor of lemon 

In a 2 quart saucepan, heat sugar and water 
until it boils. Stir occasionally. Stir in rhubarb. Reduce 
heat and simmer uncovered about 10 minutes, stirring 
occasionally, until rhubarb is tender and slightly 
transparent. Remove from heat and stir in cinnamon or 
lemon zest. Serve warm or cold over ice cream, pound 
cake or even on toast. 

WEBSITES YOU MIGHT FIND INTERESTING 
BY OUR READERS - YOU 

afgs.org has a very large amount of Acadian 
information that you can access. Go to the home page 
and scroll down to the Acadian section. Once there 
click on the line that says "Please click here to go to 
Our Acadian Heritage section." You will be amazed at 
the amount of information that is available there 
including vital records and history. Rob Gumlaw was 
instrumental in gathering al1 of the information and it 
is well worth your time to browse through it. 

Mary Bennett sent this interesting note: The Québec 
Fanlily History Society has posted one of Jacques 
Gagné's latest research projects that is likely to help 
many genealogists track down their ancestors in long- 
forgotten towns. 

From A to Z, Mr. Gagné has researched and 
coinpiled a list of more than 1,500 18th and 19th 
century hamlets, villages, Land settleinents in Quebec 
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that no longer exist or have changed their naine. In 
sonie cases, you will find a short history of a village. 
For exan~ple ... 

If your ancestor lived in Acton in the early 1800s, 
you niay not be able to locate the town today because 
it is iiow known as Saint-Théodore d'Acton. 

Any idea where Shepard's Mill was? This village in 
Brome County is IIOW lu~own as Abercorn. 

You also won't find Lake Findlay in Pontiac County 
011 any modern-day maps. This settleinent, founded in 
the 1850s, is now called Walthaill. 

The last entry on the 158-page list is Zioil, which 
was a "village located on range 4, near Clarendon 
Centre." Today, it is lu~own as Clarendon. 
How to search tlie list 

Here's a tip. If YOLI can only decipher one word 
in a naine of a town, such as "River," or only a few 
letters, search the list by pressing CTRL and then F. 
Next, type the letters you recognize in the box that 
appears in a bottoin or top corner. From there, you cal1 
click on the up or down arrow to search through the 
list. You can see Mr. Gagné's list at 
httn://www.aks.ca/upload/files/2014/Names of To 
wns in Lower Canada.pdf 

Laverne Aitchison 
ll~.aitch@gn~ail.com 

Hi Jan: 
1 just want to congratulate you on the latest 

issue of AFGnewS. 1 laughed my head off after 
reading the back page (A Little Fun For Lexiphiles"). 
1 needed a little pick me up and after reading that 1 felt 
better. You do such a good job. And it was great that 
the volunteers were honored. I'm sure they felt 
special. 

We would come to RI more often, but it is a 
long ride. We are almost on the NY border. 
Newtown is next to Danbury. However, we are dying 
to see the new wing and al1 the fixing up going on. 

1 love my Daughters of the King certificate. It 
is in a frame on the living room wall. 

Keep up the good work and maybe we will get 
there yet. Since Easter is coming, 1 will leave you 
with a good one: What did the bunny Say to the 
carrot? "It's been nice GNAWZNG you". 
Louise and Dick Baker 
Member 6 123F 

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED 

Rob Gumlaw sent this woilderf~~l site: 
http://www.dunelady.com/laporte/gen-will.htm 
Here you will find a genealogical will form that you 
can print out. It states where yow papers and research 
is to, go when you pass away. Check this site out. It is 
very important. 

IN OUR MAILBOX 
BY OUR OUR READERS - YOU 

Dear Sir or Madam: 
It would be very much appreciated if you 

would pass the attached newsletter on to your 
members as our Guindon families settled across 
Canada and the United States. The name got 
anglicized to many various spellings including 
Yandeau, Yeddo, Yondau to name a few. 

We would like to communicate with as many 
descendants as possible for our upcoming Guindon 
Reunion in Laval, Québec September 1 1 - 13,20 15. 
Looking for farnily connections, 

The following workshops have been 
scheduled. They will take place at the AFGS Franco- 
American Heritage Center. Al1 workshops are fiee and 
open to the public. 

May 16 at 9:00 A. M. - Rob Gumlaw will 
present a workshop covering Acadian Research. It 
will be held in the classroom. 

May 30 at 9:00 A. M. - Thomas Allaire will 
present DNA Part 1. He will discuss DNA Testing 
Basics. It will be held in the classroom. 

June 20 at 9:00 A. M. - Bill Pommenville - 
"Cornputer Class: Using Genealogy Software for 
Your Research". Reviews and explanations of the 
features included in the software will be discussed. 
Class will be held in the classroom. 

August 22 at 9:00 A. M. - Janice Burkhart will 
present a two part workshop on "How to Use the 
Library Resources" and "How To Read the 
Repertoires." These workshops will be held in the 
library. 
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September 19 at 9:00 A. M. - Dennis Boudreau 

will present "Genealogy For Beginners." Dennis has 
a wealth of knowledge that will help you get started 
and will refiesh your memory of basic good practices. 
It will be held in the classroom. 

October 24 at 9:00 A. M. - Thomas Allaire will 
present "DNA Part 2". Issues not covered in Part 1 
will be discussed. It will be held in the classroom. 

This workshop will be followed by AFGS's 
annual meeting. Please plan to attend. Also, please 
check afgs.org for cancelations and additions to the 
schedule. 

NERGC CONFERENCE A GREAT SUCCESS 

AFGS would like to thank al1 the volunteers 
who made the NERGC Conference such a resounding 
success. We could not have had such an outstanding 
and professional looking booth without al1 the help we 
received. A speciaI thanks to Fran Tivey whose ideas 
and hard work made us Iook so good. 

More than 1000 people attended and the 
speakers were outstanding. There will be another 
NERGC Conference in two years. This one will be 
held in Springfield, MA. If you can, try to attend. It 
wiI1 be a wonderful experience for you. 

It was nice meeting so many members who 
stopped by our booth to Say "Hello." Now, come and 
visit the library. 

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SUBMIT AN 
ARTICLE FOR JE ME SOUVIENS? 

We are always aware that our members come fi-om 
every state in the United States and fiom many 
Provinces in Canada. Because there are so many 
French Canadians in New England, many of our 
articles deal with stories that took place here. We 
would love to know more about our cousins who went 
West. People who settled along the Mississippi or in 
places like Detroit, St. Louis, Louisiana, Upper State 
New York, etc. Do you have a special interest like 
Native Americans, voyagers, explorers that you could 
share? How about sharing ideas about organizing 
records, using a favorite web site, or the story of an 
early ancestor? Perhaps you would like to send in a 
book review of an interesting book you have read. 

This is your Society. It belongs to al1 of you. We 
would love to have you share your expertise with us. 

THE DROUIN SURNAME CD COLLECTION: 
DO WE HAVE YOUR NAME? 

In 1997 the American French Genealogical 
Society purchased certain assets of the Drouin 
Institute of Montréal, Canada. Among those assets 
were the following 3 reference works: 

1 - Repertoire Alphabetique de Mariages des 
Canadiens Francais 1 760 - 193 5 Ordre Masculin 
(Alphabetical Listing of French-Canadian Marriages 
1760 - 1935 Male Surname Order). Commonly 
referred to as the "Blue Drouins", this 61 Volume 
33,160 page reference work contains over 1,000,000 
marriages listed alphabetically by male surname. 

2 - Repertoire Alphabetique de Mariages des 
Canadiens Francais 1760 - 1935 Ordre Feminin 
(Alphabetical Listing of French-Canadian Marriages 
1760 - 1935 Female Surname Order). Commonly 
referred to as the "Female Drouin", this 64 Volume 
32, 431 page reference works also contains over 
1,000,000 marriages listed alphabetically by female 
surname. 

3 - Dictionnaire National des Canadiens 
Francais 1608 - 1760. Commonly referred to as the 
"Red Drouin" this 3 volume 192 1 page set of books 
list almost al1 the early French Canadian marriages 
fiom 'the beginning of French Canada until the 
beginning of the English takeover in 1760. These 
marriages are recorded in the first two volumes and 
the third volume contains brief biographies of some of 
the earliest settlers in French Canada. These are 
written in French. In 2004, AFGS, published an 
English Translation of Volume 3. None of the 
biographies are included in this CD. 

Each volume of the "Blue Drouin" and 
"Female Drouin" are in two parts. Part one contains 
those marriages which took place between 1760 and 
1880, the second part contains those marriages which 
took place between 1880 and 1935. In some cases 
there are marriages recorded as late as 1940. The 
researcher must be made aware however that this strict 
year convention between parts one and two is not 
always adhered to. You are urged to consult both 
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sections in your research. 

The "Surnarne CD" contains a particular 
surname fiom al1 three reference books. The pages 
have been scanned and presented here just as they 
appear in the books. Any marginal notes, cross outs, 
and corrections were done by the staff of the Drouin 
Institute in the course of their research. Unfortunately 
the meanings of some of the notations they made are 
unknown. As with any transcribed work, errors can 
occur. We urge you to use this as a guide in your 
research. AFGS's library in Woonsocket, RI, has the 
complete collection of Drouin film fiom which these 
works were mitten. Copies of the original register 
entry can be obtained fi-om AFGS. 

While this CD contains al1 the pages fiom a 
particular surname, WE DO NOT INCLUDE ANY 
"DIT" NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH A 
PARTICULAR SURNAME. Each surname stands 
alone, and "dit" names must be purchased 
separately. The exception to this is when Drouin 
does not list a particular surname but instead instructs 
you to look under another surnarne. An example of 
this is the name Pomrnenville. It is only listed in the 
"Red Drouin" and one section of the "Blue Drouin." 
In al1 the other sections it instructs the reader to look 
under Brault. In a case such as this we have included 

both surnames. 
We are no longer producing these CDS and are 

closing out our inventory. We are offering the names 
we have on hand. Originally priced at $89.00, you 
may purchase what we have at a substantial discount. 
A flier is included with the newsletter listing the 
narnes available and ordering instructions. Please see 
the flier included with this mailing if you are 
interested. 

GENEALOGY CENSUS TIP: 
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

PFUMARY AND SECONDARY INFORMATION 
POSTED ON FEBRUARYIL, 2015 

BY BARRY J. EWELL 

Know the difference between prin~ary and 
secondary information. Remember, the census taker 
asked questions to a resident of the household and 
answers were provided based on the knowledge of the 
person being asked. 

The census includes both piimary and 
secondary information. Primary is the most reliable 
(i.e., location and address). Secondary information is 
less reliable and based on the memory of an 
individual. Secondary infoi-mation in the census 
includes information such as: names, head of house, 
ages, marital status, education, military service, birth 
place, occupation and citizenship. 

Does it mean that it is bad information? No. It 
simply means that it is based on the memory of one 
person and thus it is easy to see why information can 
vary from census to census. That is why 1 strongly 
encourage genealogists to search out other documents 
in addition to censuses - sources to build a case for the 
family you are documenting. 

1 have found most information provided on 
census records to be very reliable. The areas where 1 
see the most conflictlvariation is in the ages and 
spelling of names. 1 have also found 
variations/inconsistency with information gathered 
fiom answers to questions that are considered 
sensitive and individuals may not be coinfortable 
giving answers. Some of the areas 1 have found 
include age, health history (e.g., deaf, durnb, blind, 
idiotic, insane, conflict questions), family wealth and 
status, birthplace and color. 

PRDH 

No doubt you have heard about PRDH 
(Programme de Recherche en Démographie 
Historique). This work provides earliest French 
Canadian church records. The information is very 
precise. It contains information regarding births, 
mariages and deaths. You will fmd Godparents, 
witnesses, occupations and much more. It is a must 
reference for serious researchers or libraries and 
genealogical societies. AFGS has an extra set of these 
books. We would like to see them go to a good home 
where they will be used. Originally, the cost was 
$200.00 per volume. This set is missing Volumes 1,6, 
46 and 47. The books are in very good condition. We 
are offering the set for $700.00 plus shipping. Anyone 
interested may contact Roger Beaudry at 
rdbeaudry@afgs.org or Jan Burkhart at 
misskoko@aol.com. We are willing to discuss terms. 

WHY DO WE SAY THAT? 

Where did "Piss Poor" come fiom? Interesting 
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history. They used to use urine to tan animal skins, so with a big kettle that always hung over the fire. Every 
families used to al1 pee in a pot. And then once it was day they lit the fire and added things to the pot. They 
full it was taken and sold to the tannery. If you had to ate mostly vegetables and did not get much meat. 
do this to survive you were "Piss Poor". But worse They would eat the stew for dinner, leaving leftovers 
than that were the really poor folk who couldn't even in the pot to get cold overnight and then start over the 
afford to buy a pot. They "didn't have a pot to piss in" next day. Sometimes stew had food in it that had been 
and were the lowest of the low. there for quite a while. Hence the rhyme: "Peas 

The next time you are washing yow hands and porridge hot, peas porridge cold, peas porridge in the 
complain because the water temperatwe isn't just how pot nine days old." 
you like it, think about how things used to be. Here are Sometimes they could obtain pork, which 
some facts about the 1500's. Most people got married made them feel quite special. When visitors came 
in June because they took their yearly bath in May, over, they would hang up their bacon to show off. It 
and they still smelled pretty good by June. However, was a sign of wealth that a man could, "bring home 
since they were starting to smell, brides carried a the bacon." They would cut off a little to share with 
bouquet of flowers to hide the body odor. Hence the guests and would al1 sit around and chew the fat. 
custom today of carrying a bouquet when getting Those with money had plates made of' 
married. pewter. Food with high acid content caused some of 

Baths consisted of a big tub filled with hot the lead to leach ont0 the food, causing lead poisoning 
water. The man of the house had the privilege of the death. This happened most often with tomatoes, so for 
nice clean water. Then al1 the other sons and men, then the next 400 years or so, tomatoes were considered 
the women and finally the children. Last of al1 the poisonous. 
babies. By then the water was so dirty you could Bread was divided according to status. 
actually lose someone in it. Hence the saying, "Don't Workers got the burnt bottom ofdhe loaf, the family 
throw the baby out with the bath water!" got the middle, and guests got the top, or the upper 

Houses had thatched roofs - thick straw-piled crust. 
high, with no wood underneath. It was the only place Lead cups were used to drink ale or 
for animals to get warrn, so al1 the cats and other small whisky. The combination would sometimes knoclt the 
animals (mice, bugs) lived in the roof. When it rained imbibers out for a couple of days. Someone wallting 
it becarne slippery and sometimes the animals would along the road would take them for dead and prepare 
slip and fa11 off the roof. Hence the saying, "It's them for burial. They were laid out on the kitchen 
raining cats and dogs." table for a couple of days and the family would gather 

There was nothing to stop things from falling around and eat and drink and wait and see if they 
into the house. This posed a real problem in the would wake up. Hence the custom; "holding a wake." 
bedroom where bugs and other droppings could mess England is old and small and the local folks 
up your nice clean bed. Hence, a bed with big posts started running out of places to bury people. So they 
and a sheet hung over the top afforded some would dig up coffins and would take the bones to a 
protection. That's how canopy beds came into bone-house, and reuse the grave. When reopening 
existence. these coffins, 1 out of 25 coffins were found to have 

The floor was dirt. Only the wealthy had scratch marks on the inside and they realized they had 
something other than dirt. Hence the saying, "Dirt been burying people alive. So they would tie a string 
poor." The wealthy had slate floors that would get on the wrist of the corpse, lead it through the coffin 
slippery in the winter when wet, so they spread thresh and up through the ground and tie it to a 
(straw) on the floor to help keep their footing. As the bell. Someone would have to sit out in the graveyard 
winter wore on, they added more thresh until, when al1 night (the graveyard shift) to listen for the bell. 
you opened the door, it would al1 start slipping Thus, someone could be, "saved by the bell" or was 
outside. A piece of wood was placed in the "considered a dead ringer." 
entranceway. Hence: a thresh hold. 



American-French Ceneabgical Society Library Branch 

The AFGS online Library Branch Name and Goal 

AFGS has an area on the lnternet known as the AFGS Online Library Branch for AFGS Members Only. 

The AFGS Online Library Branch is.an extension of the AFGS library that is located on the lnternet and called 
AFGS OLO. AFGS OLB goal is to provide select information to Our members around the world. A number of 
items will not be available in this AFGS OLB due to copyright and other restrictions. When new Items are 
available on this Branch they will be announced in the AFGS newsletter. 

Our goal is to provide information online for Our AFGS members. The AFGS Online Library Branch will contain a 
collection of research information from Our AFGS Library. 

Z 

This AFGS Online Library Branch is A Work in PROGRESS and will take time to complete the different areas. 

AFGS members will not have access to  the AFGS Online Library Branch unless they request access. On the 
AFGS website home page (http:www.afgs.org) is the link to request access to AFGS OLB. You may also select 
this link to start the request. http://www.afgs.org/afgs-olb-entrancel.htm1 

e The link reads AFGS Members Please Read How You Can Access the AFGS Members Only Section 

You will be asked for Your Email address: 
(The e-mail must be the same as the one you submitted with your membership) The e-mail address is part of 
your access to the AFGS OLB 

You will be asked to: 
Choose a USERNAME for your account 
Choose a password 

Once the request for AFGS OLB access is submitted, it will be verified with your AFGS membership 
information. This may take about 3 days. When it is completed you will receive and E-Mail welcoming you to 
the AFGS OLB. 

Currently in the A FGS OLB section contalns: 

Pictures of headstones of Ri, Mass, Ct, NY, Florida, On, Can, (No Cemetery is complete), Obituaries from 
newspapers over 50 books. Also other books you can read on line, also pictures of Prayer cards etc. Plus 
currently putting a collection of marriages from what is known as the Forget Collection. 
(This is not.about the Forget name) The collection is from al1 marriage cards collected and have over 
thousands available when completed. 

1 If you have any questions or problerns pleare contact Bill Pommenvllle at wpommenviile@afgs.org 

March 24,2015 



We are offering for sale Our popular surname CDS. We have discontinued offering these 
CDS, but still have a few selected names available in limited quantities. 

A fùll list of available CDS are on the reverse side of this order forrn. Please sircle the 
CD(s) you are ordering. 

Cost per CD is $40.00 & $5.00 postage and handling. Rhode Island residents, please 
add 7% state sales tax. 

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS AND CREDIT CARDS. 

Send request to AFGS, PO Box 830, Woonsocket, RI 02895 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

EMAIL PHONE # 

Credit card # 

Exp Date: Signature 

NOTE TO OUR FOREIGN MEMBERS. WE CAN NO LONGER ACCEPT ANY CHECKS OR MONEY 
ORDERS FROM OUTSIDE THE US. YOU MUST PURCHASE BY CREDIT CARD ONLY. IN ADDITION 
POSTAGE CHARGES MAY BE MORE. WE WlLL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU A QUOTE BEFORE YOU 
ORDER. YOU MAY EMAIL ME AT RDBEAUDRY@AFGS.ORG. 

SURNAME CD MAY 2015 



SURNAME CD SPECIAL 
 

We are offering for sale our popular surname CDs. We have discontinued offering these 

CDs, but still have a few selected names available in limited quantities. 

 

A full list of available CDs are on the reverse side of this order form. Please circle the 

CD(s) you are ordering. 

 

Cost per CD is $40.00 & $5.00 postage and handling. Rhode Island residents, please 

add 7% state sales tax. 

 

 

 
WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS AND CREDIT CARDS. 

  

 

Send request to AFGS, PO Box 830, Woonsocket, RI 02895 

 

NAME__________________________________________________ 

 

ADDRESS_______________________________________________ 

 

CITY_____________________STATE________ZIP_____________ 

 

EMAIL_____________________________________    PHONE #_______________________ 

 

Credit card #__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Exp Date:___________________    Signature________________________________________ 

 
 

 

 

NOTE TO OUR FOREIGN MEMBERS. WE CAN NO LONGER ACCEPT ANY CHECKS OR MONEY 

ORDERS FROM OUTSIDE THE US. YOU MUST PURCHASE BY CREDIT CARD ONLY. IN ADDITION 

POSTAGE CHARGES MAY BE MORE. WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU A QUOTE BEFORE YOU 

ORDER. YOU MAY EMAIL ME AT RDBEAUDRY@AFGS.ORG. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SURNAME CD MAY 2015 

 



 The following Surname CDs  are available from stock. As of 6-7-2015 

Auger 

Authier 

Beaudoin 

Beaugrand 

Belanger 

Benoit 

Berube 

Bernard 

Bissonnet 

Blais 

Bolduc 

Bonin 

Bouchard 

Bournival 

Brisson  

Brouillette 

Butler 

Chapdelaine 

Chaput 

Charland 

 

 

Claveau 

Clement 

Cote 

Courtois 

Cusson 

Dagenais 

Denoncourt 

Deslandes  

Dubord 

Flageolle 

Fortier 

Gaboury 

Girard 

Girouard 

Guilbeault         

Guilmette 

Henri 

Hetu 

 

 

LaForge 

Lamoureux 

Latulippe 

Lebrun 

Lefebvre 

Lemaitre 

Lemay 

Lemire 

Major 

Marchand 

Martin 

Mathon   

Ouellette  

Papineau 

Payet 

Pelletier 

Peloquin 

Pepin 

Perusse 

 

Poissant 

Poudrette 

Poulin 

Racette-Rassette 

Racicot 

Rivet 

Rouleau 

Samson 

Sauve 

Soucy 

St Amour 

St Germain 

Talbot 

Tessier 

Thibault 

Touchette 

Vaillancourt 

Valin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




